ABSTRACT 1
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of new sophisticated terminals and bandwidthdemanding services, system designers are pushed towards the challenge of enhancing system spectral efficiency and providing homogeneous coverage for wireless networks. Next generation standards are already considering that conventional paradigms need to be rethought. In this respect, mature enabling technologies (like MIMO) are considered an integral part of the system, while other (like RS-based deployments and coordinated BS transmissions, or Network-MIMO) are part of ambitious study items. Leveraging on the advantages offered by the joint use of all these techniques is a challenge faced by IEEE 802.16m [1] and LTE-A.
While implementation details of full-duplex RS are under investigation, relay-based enhancements in standards consider halfduplex relay operation, which incur a rate penalty as they require at least two timeslots to relay a message from source to destination [2] [3] . It is therefore crucial to enhance the capacity of the in-band wireless backhaul between source and relay (in our case, the BS-RS link) to increase the information rate. One of the solutions usually assumed is that RSs are placed in specifically planned positions above roof-top or in lampposts, ensuring line-of-sight (LOS) conditions in the BS-RS link, and hence reducing the pathloss and shadowing effects. However, the price to pay is twofold: the likely LOS propagating conditions also to other-cell BSs (which will inject harmful interference) and the rank deficiency of the spatial channel when both BS and RS are equipped with multiple antennas. Both effects are detrimental to MIMO channel gains [4] [5] .
In this respect, N-MIMO seems especially suited to address in- band backhauling in relay transmissions for the downlink [6] . While coordination may be seen as an efficient way to combat the interference from neighbor cells, it also creates a virtual MIMO broadcast channel whose number of degrees of freedom is boosted (if compared to a conventional single-user MIMO under TDMA) and is hardly affected by the rank deficiency of single-user MIMO channels in LOS.
It has been observed that N-MIMO based on zero-forcing (BD-ZF) performs closely to dirty-paper coding [6] but, although its simplicity, it requires accurate channel knowledge from all involved links. However, N-MIMO is again appropriate for our problem thanks to the long channel coherence time of BS-RS links.
An additional way to improve the efficiency of relay transmissions is by optimizing the duration of the relay-receive and the relay-transmit phases [2] [3]. In [13] , we observed that the joint optimization of coordinated BS-RS links (through N-MIMO) and transmit duration phases brings large benefits. This approach is however not convenient when considering multiple coordinated cells: if each group of coordinated cells adapts the duration of the transmission independently, the interference power observed in each transmission slot may be time-varying, a harsh and undesirable situation for the cellular system. The evaluation of the N-MIMO with in-band relaying for fixed duration of relay phases motivates this study. As compared to [15] , the problem formulation is a particular case whose solution has a significantly reduced complexity: the number of variables to be optimized turns out to be independent on the number of transmission modes, thus making it easily amenable to multicarrier systems.
SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS
Our system definition is based on the following practical assumptions:
1. The number of antennas at BS, RS and MS is n B , n R and n M respectively, so MIMO performance gains are captured. 
NETWORK-MIMO IN RELAY TRANSMISSION

Signal model on the first hop
We shall adopt a downlink transmission setup where B BSs coordinate their transmissions and are assisted by R RSs to transmit messages to R MSs. Each MS is associated to a single RS. All BSs transmit on a fixed fraction of time   on the first hop to the RSs following a N-MIMO strategy based on BD-ZF [6] [9] (Figure 1 ), which is appropriate for BS-RS links in LOS conditions (MMSE precoding provides improved performance only at low SNR [10] ).
The signal transmitted by all n B ·B antennas is given by
where b i is the symbol stream with m i components associated to the i-th RS and Q i is its associated precoding matrix. We adopt a conventional BD-ZF precoding [6] defined by three matrices,
where P i is a diagonal matrix describing the power allocated per symbol stream b i , while V i is the B·n B ×(B·n B (R1)·n R ) BD-ZF precoding matrix. By virtue of the ZF precoding, the signal received by the i-th RS is affected by the n R ×B·n B channel matrix H i (containing the channel gains between the transmitting antennas at the B BSs and its receiving antennas):
where m i denotes the number of symbol streams associated to the ith RS. Regarding matrix W i , if we decide to maximize the transmission rate, its optimal design has been recently derived in [15] when individual power constraints per BS are considered. However, the improvement over SVD-based precoding is modest at the expenses of increasing the computational complexity. Consequently, we define W i as the matrix containing the m i right singular vectors of H i V i associated to the largest singular vectors.
The BD-ZF precoder design requires kernel( )
H  , where:
The existence of the kernel requires B·n B > (R1)·n R , and hence:
Additionally, symbol decidability at the receivers requires
It must be remarked that in the eventual case the i-th RS observes all coordinated BSs in LOS (hence BS-RS link channels are rank deficient) the rank of H i grows up to full-rows rank if channels to the B BSs are linearly independent.
Once W i have been selected, the achievable rate for messages intended to the i-th RS becomes,   
The total power transmitted by the k-th BS is given by:
where x k is the signal transmitted by the k-th BS, 
where x kl is the l-th element of x k and kl i w  is the l-th column of
Signal model on the second hop
On the second hop, each RS transmits to its associated MS on a fixed fraction of time  2 = 1- 1 , subframe which may be split over F time slots (being F an integer submultiple of R) of durations  21 ,…, 2F (see Figure 1 ). On each time slot, R/F relays can transmit. In this way we reduce interference at the expenses of some loss in spectral efficiency.
As we are assuming no coordination among RSs and simple receivers at the MS, only single user MIMO transmissions can be appointed. The achievable rate for each RS-MS link, r 2 , follows the conventional MIMO capacity expression, affected by the presence of interference from other RS transmissions:
where i = 1,…,R; q = 1,…,F; r 2iq denotes the rate in the i-th RS-MS link, which has been scheduled in timeslot q; P R iq is the power transmitted by the i-th RS in the q-th time slot to its MS and P R jq defines the power transmitted by the j-th RS on the same time slot.
When F=R (interference is avoided at RS transmissions), the best solution is setting P R iq to the maximum power on each RS (P R max ). Otherwise, when F<R we can adapt the power transmitted by each RS in such a way that the interference generated to other MS on q-th time slot is reduced, and hence r 2iq increases. To that end, we propose the following optimization for each q-th time slot:
a problem that is not convex in P R iq even for concave target functions f(,). However, it is sure that there is a better option than all RSs transmitting at P R max which can be obtained by applying interior point methods [11] initializing P R iq with P R max . To preserve information flow through RSs, the rate at the i-th MS served by the i-th RS is constrained by the minimum of rates in both hops:
where i = 1,…,R; q = 1,…,F; and r 2iq is the rate in the second hop obtained from the optimization in (9) . Equation (10) 
WSR-based resource allocation
We allocate the resources based on the maximization of the weighted sum-rate (WSR) criterion that allows adding certain QoS over the served users depending on priorities 
where k ij  is defined in equation (6) . Note that problem (P WSR ) is convex and can be solved using standard convex optimization techniques, like interior point methods [11] . Nevertheless, we can further elaborate towards an efficient numerical algorithm based on the dual update methods [11] [14] that will define a polynomial complexity algorithm along with a reduction of the number of variables to be optimized.
The main difficulty in solving (P WSR ) is caused by the max-rate constraints imposed by the transmissions in the second hop (third constraint in equation (12)). When they are active, the unique maximum WSR is attained by many power allocation strategies. For example, all the available power at the BSs could be used while adopting a bitrate lower than the Shannon rate bound. Power would therefore be wasted.
We deal with that drawback by transforming the max-rate constraints into power constraints per stream and reformulating the optimization problem (P WSR ), see the details in the Appendix. The rate and power allocation thus obtained become,
The values of
  are calculated using algorithm in Table I, which is based on the bisection method for 
EVALUATION AND RESULTS
The evaluation of the proposed approach is done on a radio access network based on 802.16m specifications [1] at the 2.6 GHz band and 20 MHz bandwidth. Channel models adopted are outdoor-to-outdoor obtained from [12] . We assume LOS conditions for all BS-RS links and distance-dependent LOS/NLOS condition for BS-MS and RS-MS links. 3 BSs and a total of 6 RSs are deployed. On each scenario, 6 MSs are dropped, each attached to a different RS. All RSs are at the same distance d to their associated BS, equal to 60% of the cell radius (experimentally found as the best position for the case with F=1). Transmit powers are 40 dBm and 30 dBm, and antenna gains of 10,6 dBi and 5 dBi, for BS and RS respectively. Noise spectral density is -174 dBm/Hz. The number of antennas is n B =4 at the BS, n R =2 at the RS and n M =1 at the MS, and thus m i = 2.
It has been observed that users close to the BS are not benefited from the RS assistance. While we recognize that a practical scheduling scheme should consider splitting the population between those close-to and those far-from their serving BS, the topic is deferred to a forthcoming study. In order to include only those users benefiting from the presence of relays, in our evaluations users are uniformly placed beyond 35% of the cell radius. The cell arrangement is shown in Figure 1 .
Two fundamental measures are adopted: cellular spectral efficiency (S e ), as the sum rate of R users averaged over many deployments, and outage rate (r out ), as the peak achievable rate of the -percentile worst users in the cell over many deployments. Both capture most of the benefits offered by coordination of BS and relay-based transmission. 8. , ,
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-Update , , , The duration of time slot  used in the simulations is based on the results obtained in [13] , where it is shown that the optimum  1 in terms of spectral efficiency is a random variable that depends on the particular scenario and the target function to be maximized. It was observed that its mean value is lower for F=6 than for F=1. Fixing the position of the RS at 60% of the cell radius, the mean value of the optimum  1 does not exhibit an appreciable variation with higher cell radius for F=6 (no intereference in the second hop). For F=1 it increases with cell radius due to the fact that interference in the second hop is reduced with higher cell radius while rate losses in the BS-RS link are larger due to increased distance. However the main variation of  values is given by the objective function to be maximized. When using WSR and the weights are inversely proportional to the rates in the second hop (that is  i = 1/r 2i in order to avoid unfair service to deprived users) lower values of  1 are observed than for SR.
In a first study, the optimal solution to the (P WSR ) in (12) is evaluated for the SR and the WSR, over 1000 random user deployments with F=1. The objective function used in (9) is the product of rates because it achieves an enhanced r out and allows the design of a more fair service in the second hop, although other criteria could also be used. for different transmission strategies and F=1, using and not using RS. Cell radiuses are 500 m (black), 750 m (red) and 1000 m (blue).
In the following we would like to analyze the total power efficiency of our system for the cases where the transmitted power at the relays is optimized (Relayed N-MIMO), as it was considered in Figure 2 , the case where RSs transmit at full power (Relayed N-MIMO P R max ) and finally with the direct transmission case (N-MIMO). Notice that by optimizing the transmitted power at RSs, we transmit less power than the Relayed N-MIMO P R max case. In order to fairly compare all cases, we define power efficiency as: 1 1 (bps/Hz/Watt)
where, due to half duplexing of the RS: Figure 3 shows the cumulative density function (cdf) of  ef when WSR or SR criteria, both with F=1, are adopted. We can see that by optimizing the transmitting power at RSs,  ef is nearly doubled: achievable user's bit rate are higher and the system power consumption is lower. Moreover, when compared to direct N-MIMO transmissions, the power efficiency of relay transmissions is nearly fourfold as a consequence of the enhanced spectral efficiency and the fact that RSs transmit lower power than BSs. 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Optimal resource allocation algorithms for QoS-constrained relay-assisted cellular systems have been proposed, where cooperation between BS is appointed and the duration of the relaying phases is fixed. Results show that optimizing the duration is not critical, and still large gains both in terms of spectral efficiency and outage rate are obtained. This observation facilitates the adoption of relay transmissions in next-generation wireless systems, as this guarantees the predictability of other cell-clusters interference within transmission frames. Further work is oriented to study modulationconstrained resource allocation, user's grouping and scheduling strategies and coordination of transmissions between cell clusters.
APPENDIX
The Lagrangian function of (P WSR ) in equation (12) becomes: The previous conditions allow having an expression for p ij but only if there is at least one BS using its max power ( k  0). However, if the second hop is limiting the maximum rate, not all the available power is needed ( k = 0 k). In such a case, there are multiple power allocation strategies providing maximum weighted sum-rate.
Since we are interested in attaining the maximum rate but using the minimum required power, we transform the bitrate inequalities in the second hop into max-power constraints. In this regard, let us define the maximum power used in the first hop for the i-th RS as the solution of the optimization problem, 
